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• Financial disclosure: I am the owner and founder of Language First and I am 

receiving payment for presenting today

• Nonfinancial disclosure: I am a member of the American Speech and Hearing 
Association (ASHA) and the American Board of Child Language and 
Language Disorders (ABCLLD)

NOTE: Please do not share these slides without permission from owner.
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Who Am I?
• A speech-language pathologist

• Bachelors in Speech-Language Pathology and 
Psychology

• Masters in SLP from Gallaudet

• Doctor of Speech-Language Pathology

• Board certified child language specialist

• 9 years at a school for the Deaf

• Heritage speaker of French and Italian

• Founder, Language First
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• Uniquely human ability to 
communicate abstract thoughts and 
ideas

• Different from communication, 
speech, and listening

• A complex system that humans 
acquire naturally and effortlessly

• Can be expressed naturally through 
speech or sign

• Or man-made modes (i.e. writing, 
typing, eye gaze devices, etc.)

• Sound is not language

What Is Language?
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Receptive
What are some ways to get 

language into the brain?

Expressive
What are some ways to get 
language out of the brain?

• Viewing

• Listening

• Tactile

• Reading

• Signing

• Speaking

• Writing

• Typing

LANGUAGE
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Common Underlying Proficiency (CUP)
• Development in any language contributes 

to general linguistic development regardless 

of the language in which it occurs

• Experiences with L1 or L2 promote 
proficiency in both languages

• Two channels that feed into a common 

language center

LANGUAGE
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(Cummins, 1980)
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Brain Development
• The brain is made up of neurons that change in response to outside signals

• Deprivation of required experiences can cause the brain to become 
organized in dysfunctional ways (Twardosz & Lutzker, 2010)

• The case studies who suffered language deprivation during childhood 
developed less robust connections between language regions (Cheng et 
al., 2019)
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Neuroplasticity
• Can be in response to injury, development, 

or sensory input

• The brain can “reroute” tasks normally 
assigned to one section of the brain to 
another if there’s not enough stimulation

• Activation in the auditory area during sign 
language task because the participant had 
not received auditory input while that neural 
network was being formed (Nishimura et al., 
1999)
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Fox et al. (2010)
• The foundation of brain architecture lies in the early developmental years

• Early experiences affect the quality of brain architecture by establishing 
either a sturdy or fragile foundation for all learning that follows (Center on 
the Developing Child, 2007)

• Advanced perceptual processes are dependent upon the normal 
development of basic systems

• The early development of brain pathways is like laying the foundation for a 
building; if the foundation is only partially laid, the building may not be 
constructed as it was originally intended but a functional alternative may be 
reached
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Cognitive-Linguistic Development
• Language and cognition are 

interwoven 

• The depressed language of deaf 
children is not caused by and 
does not cause general 
intellectual deficiencies in 
cognitive domains that are 
independent of language 
(Mayberry, 2002)

• In the normal course of 
development, language is 
intertwined with abilities in the 
cognitive, social, and emotional 
domains, and vice versa (Im-Bolter 
& Cohen, 2007)
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Language Deprivation
• A chronic lack of full access to a natural language during the critical period of 

language acquisition (Hall et al., 2017)

• Results in significant, irreversible, and long-lasting effects on language and 
cognition
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Chronic
• A chronic lack of full access to a natural language during the critical period of 

language acquisition (Hall et al., 2017)

• Continuing or occurring again and again for a long time 

• Examples:

• A child who did not get amplification until the age of 2 

• A child whose amplification intermittently breaks or gets lost

• A child who refuses to wear amplification 

• A child who had amplification for a years but did not get benefit from it
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Chronic
• Which would be considered chronic lack of access to language?

• A hearing child who can’t hear his parents during a loud concert 

• A deaf child who has cochlear implants that give him migraines

• A hearing child who has frequent ear infections

• A deaf child who has deaf parents who use ASL with him
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Full Access
• A chronic lack of full access to a natural 

language during the critical period of 
language acquisition (Hall et al., 2017)

• If a child is exposed regularly and frequently 
to a language and picks up that language 
naturally without explicit training and 
exercise, the language qualifies as 
accessible to that child (Humphries et al., 
2016) 

• Think of a bad phone connection
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Natural Language
• A chronic lack of full access to a natural language during the critical period of 

language acquisition (Hall et al., 2017)

• Came about organically among a group of people
• Signed systems like Signing Exact English or Manually Coded English are not naturally occurring 

languages
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Critical Period
• A chronic lack of full access to a natural 

language during the critical period of 
language acquisition (Hall et al., 2017)

• There is an elevated neurological sensitivity for 
language development for approximately the 
first five years of a child’s life (Hall et al., 2017)

• Onset characterized by change in molecular 
triggers that move neural circuits to a pliable 
state, while the offset is defined by molecular 
brakes that physically prevent further 
structural changes and move the neural 
circuit to a stable state (Friedmann & Rusou, 
2015)
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Critical Period
• Marschark (2010) states that diverse studies conclude:

• Early L1 acquisition leads to native-like language proficiency

• Early L1 acquisition supports and facilitates L2 learning

• A lack of early L1 acquisition impairs the ability to learn language 
throughout life
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Language Deprivation Profile
A day in the life of Jimmy, age 3

½ hour

Jimmy woke up in the middle 
of the night because of a bad 

dream. He went to his 
parents’ room but couldn’t 

hear what his mom was 
asking.

1 hour 4 hours ½ hour 2 hours

Jimmy’s mom talked to him 
while she cooked, but he 

missed a lot of what she was 
saying because she wasn’t 

facing him.

½ hour 3 hours

Jimmy played with his sister in 
a quiet environment.

1 hour

Jimmy played an auditory-
focused game on the iPad.

Jimmy watched cartoons, but 
misheard many of the words 

the characters said.

Jimmy went to the zoo with 
his family. He had trouble 

hearing the guide explaining 
the animals over all the loud 

noises.

Jimmy’s family chatted around 
the dinner table, but he 

missed most of it because 
everyone was talking over one 

another.

Jimmy’s mom gave him a 
bath. He couldn’t wear his 
hearing aids so they didn’t 

talk.

This totals at least 9 hours of inconsistent to no language input.
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Language Deprivation Profile
A month in the life of Sally, age 5

This totals at least 25 days of inconsistent to no language input.

1 day

Sally spent the day in the pool 
and wasn’t able to wear her 

implant.

3 days 9 days 3 days 6 days

Sally wore her implant daily, 
but it wasn’t always on.

2 days 4 days

Sally waited for her audiology 
appointment to get a new 

MAP.

2 days

Sally wore her implant daily, 
but there was loud 

construction at her house and 
it was hard to hear what 

anyone was saying.

Sally wore her implant daily 
but did not attend listening 

therapy.

Sally wore her implant daily 
and attended listening 

therapy.

Sally was angry and threw her 
implant, breaking it. It was 

sent out to be fixed.

Sally wore her implant daily, 
but the MAP wasn’t right and 

she had trouble 
understanding the input.
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Language Deprivation Profile
A year in the life of Bobby, age 7

This totals at least 8 years of inconsistent to no language input.

Jan.

Bobby gets implanted at the 
age of 7. He did not benefit 
from hearing aids prior to 

implantation.

Feb. March-April May-June July-Aug.

Bobby’s parents use all the 
strategies the listening 

therapist taught them, but 
they don’t seem to work.

Sept. Oct-Nov.

Bobby continues to attend 
listening therapy but gets 

frustrated and breaks down.

Dec.

Bobby does to listening 
therapy consistently, but 

struggles to make sense of 
what he hears.

Bobby’s parents start to use 
basic signs with him.Bobby gets his implant 

activated but the stimulation 
is meaningless to him.

Bobby returns multiple times 
to have his implant 

programmed and fit to his 
needs.

Bobby’s parents use pointing, 
pictures, and gestures to 
communicate with him.
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L1 Foundation
• A strong first language foundation allows for building cognition and other skills
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L1 Foundation
• A weak or limited first language foundation impacts lifelong cognitive and 

language development

• Early language deprivation alters the microstructure of the left arcuate fasciculus 
(Cheng et al., 2019)
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Principles of Language Deprivation
• It’s not just a delay

• It’s a spectrum (think of our case studies)

• Language must be made explicit

• Abstract concepts are difficult

• It doesn’t just affect language
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Signs and Symptoms
• Glickman (2007) highlighted the following symptoms:

• Vocabulary is limited to concrete objects and actions and 
descriptions that have been directly experienced

• Concepts of time, such as yesterday, tomorrow, month, and 
year are not reliably understood

• Spatial organization is affected

• Syntax is disordered and agrammatical

• Signs are mixed with gesture and pantomime 
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Exposure vs. Access
• Exposure refers to the language stimuli being sent 

to the child while access refers to the language 

stimuli being received by the child

• In hearing children, being exposed to the 
language is usually enough

(Hall et al., in process)
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Exposure vs. Access

Exposure refers to the language that is all 

around the child. When a child’s family, 

caregivers, and/or community speak a 

language, the child is exposed to that 

language. 

Access refers to the language 

that is reaching the child’s 

brain. In D/HH children, access 

to language is decreased 

whenever there is a noisy 

environment, multiple speakers, 

poor visual information, or 

when their devices are off. 

Comprehension refers to the 

language that is understood 

by the child. A child can 

have exposure and access 

to a language and still not 

comprehend it. 
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How Do We Learn Words?
• Multiple, varied exposures over time

• Ex: ramekin

• Incidental learning constitutes a major 
portion of social development and world 

knowledge (King, 2017)
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DHH Children
• Children with hearing devices are still at a 

very high risk for missing auditory 

information

• Localizing sound

• Hearing in background noise

• Multiple speakers

• No visuals

• Cumulative effect

• Ex: bulld
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Language Acquisition as a Bank Account
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Cross-Linguistic Transfer
• Chen Pichler et al. (2018):

• Positive transfer from L1 to L2 will aid with the task 

of learning a new language through print 

• Chamberlain & Mayberry (2008):

• There is a reciprocal relationship between print 

exposure and sign language proficiency 

• Skilled reading was predicted by a combination of 

print exposure and sign language proficiency 
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Cross-Linguistic Transfer
• Knowing any language, even if it is not the 

language in print, appears to facilitate learning 

to read; indeed ASL my actually help deaf 

children learn to read English (Goldin-Meadow & 
Mayberry, 2001) 

• Literacy is much more than just reading

• It encompasses the acquisition of knowledge and 

the development of cognitive skills that one needs 

for thinking, comprehending, and communicating 
(Kuntze et al., 2014)
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Hearing Parents of DHH Kids
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Strategies for Reading
• https://youtu.be/_aJ8wj0p16A 

• Relocate signs to child’s visual 
field

• Exaggerate facial expressions

• Coordinate eye contact for joint 
attention

• Adjust your sign placement

• Sign on toy, or on child

• Fingerspell (It’s never too early 
to start!)

https://youtu.be/_aJ8wj0p16A
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Examples for Parents
• www.language1st.org/asl-support-page 

http://www.language1st.org/asl-support-page
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Resources 
• List of Pro-ASL professionals

• Children’s books with deaf characters

• Free handouts

• When and Why Parents Learn Sign Language

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1FXHp0OrdHO5ATTLTOWB0fLcLHwaKenir2n2qMgO4n5o/edit#gid=1099392319
https://docs.google.com/document/d/15ww-kXE6_d78vvEe70naha7dJ7MncvkMncnuYTWDHlg/edit
https://language1st.org/parent-handouts
https://youtu.be/knjawRF2Evg
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Questions?
• kimberly@language1st.org

• www.language1st.org 

Click any image below to follow us

@language1st @languagefirstLanguage First

http://www.language1st.org/
https://www.instagram.com/language1st
https://www.facebook.com/languagefirstlab
https://twitter.com/languagefirst
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